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>> ANDREA SAKS: We'll start in just one minute. 

  good morning, everyone.  My name is Andrea Saks and I'm 

the Chairman of the Joint Coordination Activity on accessibility 

and human factors.  I would like to introduce my panel, but 

first what we're doing here is achieving an inclusive society by 

designing and implementing accessible ICTs.  We have for the 

first time -- if you can see the screens -- we have sign 

language interpretation -- the sign language interpreter is 

actually in the State of Florida I think.  Is that correct?  

I'll find out in a minute.  She'll -- is that -- yeah. 

I'm going to introduce Beat Kleeb who is on stage right.  

Beat Kleeb is from the World Federation of The deaf and he 

attends study group 16 under G3icts membership of the ITU-T and 

Beat is profoundly deaf but is very active in be standardization 

and he'll be making a presentation shortly in sign language. 

On my stage left we have Masahito Kawamori, the Rapporteur 

for question 26/ITU-T, the accessibility question of the 

accessibility to multimedia. 

Next to him, we have Tom Pey of way finder whose 



 

 

organization is responsible for the new standard of indoor 

navigation allowing people who are sight impaired or blind to 

navigate places like the underground metro or tube station 

without assistance. 

The last but not least, Janis, I want you to spell your 

last name for the captioner, because I can't say it 

appropriately but he's also with way finder and is assisting in 

the work that's being done. 

With that, we also have full captioning for everyone to be 

able to follow what's going on.  You will be getting a sign-up 

sheet, and I would like you all to write your name, where you're 

from, what your company is, your organization, your email so we 

can keep you abreast of what's going on. 

I'm just going to give you a brief outline of what the 

JCA-AHF is.  It was a little body created by the ITU-T to kind 

of coordinate the information on accessibility throughout the 

ITU.  It talks to the ITU-D, the Development Sector, the ITU-R, 

the Radio Sector and mainly works in the ITU-T sector.  I'm the 

busy body that wants to know what everybody else is doing so we 

can keep track, coordinate and also not duplicate efforts or 

duplicate the work. 

It has meetings at the moment colocated with the ITU-T 

meetings so Study Group 16, which is multimedia which houses -- 

which is the home of Question 26, I'm about to invade ITU-D and 

I have been welcomed in principle to ITU-R, certain standards 

could conflict and make it impossible what we call not 

necessarily compatibility but interoperability of the 

accessibility standards like in broadcasting for example or in 

the situation where Way Finders navigation system, in door 

navigation system could be implemented globally and same would 

apply to what Beat will talk about, relay services for the deaf 

community. 

I don't want to take too much time to describe the JCA-AHF 

but it is a good place to talk to us if you need to know what's 

going on.  I have on my stage left our secretariat for us and we 

also will be able to answer any questions after this event 

online. 

With that, I would like to introduce our first speaker, 

which is Mr. Beat Kleeb who is watching what I'm saying via sign 

language.  His presentation is called Communication Access for 

deaf persons through Telephone Relay service. 

Beat, would you like to start? 

I just want to point out, there is a little bit of a time 

delay due to the distance of the sign language interpreter. 

Beat, please go ahead. 

>> BEAT KLEEB: Very well.  Thank you.  Thank you, ladies 

and gentlemen, Andrea Saks, ladies and gentlemen.  If you meet 



 

 

me somewhere, you cannot see that I'm a person with a 

disability, I'm deaf.  I cannot hear.  I am part of a large and 

invisible group of Persons with Disabilities, the deaf and the 

hard of hearing.  The size of this group is largely 

underestimated, 70 million deaf people, 466 million who are hard 

of hearing.  That's more than 15% of the population and over a 

billion young people who are at risk of hearing loss due to 

exposure to loud sounds. 

Hearing loss has serious consequences for living in a 

hearing society.  Our group is often pulled out from 

communication and information, we're closed out from education 

and job opportunities as well as entertainment and social 

inclusion.  There are a number of tools to provide visual 

accessibility.  One would be sign language interpreters live as 

you're seeing on the screen here, both on video and TV, and the 

same for captioning or subtitling as you also see during the 

meeting.  We also have telephone relay services for sign 

language and text. 

However, there are also avatars or signing robots which are 

being promoted more and more.  Those are not effective tools for 

communication.  They're not effective because they cannot 

translate the signs of a deaf person into voice like being able 

to see what I'm saying.  It is one-way communication only.  

Therefore, the telephone Relay services are very good for a 

number of technical standards, as listed in the slide. 

There are also operational standards on what is to be 

expected from a telephone relay service and how it is to be 

operated.  The latest ITU recommendation is F.930 on multimedia 

telecommunication relay service, which should be the formal 

standard in the coming weeks.  The ETSI, the requirement for 

relay services has been written some years ago and has been 

revised and updated in the year 2015.  Despite those 

international standards, national laws for equal rights for 

People with Disabilities and the United Nations convention on 

the rights for People with Disabilities, there are worldwide 

less than 20 national telephone relay services with full 

functionality.  Therefore, we must raise awareness for the 

presence of deaf and hard of hearing populations, and their 

problems.  Society as well as industry must cooperate with 

organizations of the deaf, and include deaf persons in all 

matters of communication. 

Using the telephone relay service in my home country, which 

is Switzerland, I would like to present how we set up this 

important tool for accessibility.  Switzerland started its first 

text relay service in 1985 using the text telephone with 

acoustic couplers with laws on telecommunication status, 

telephone must be accessible to all citizens at similar 



 

 

conditions but it took 13 years of lobbying work to have text 

relay included in the law.  In the year 2008 attempts to include 

video relay, including the then-new web cam and sign language 

interpreters were blocked by the Swiss OFCOM.  It took another 

10 years of lobbying work and a pilot trial to have video relay 

services included into the law, and that happened in January, 

2018. 

As for the Swiss telephone relay service, procom, it is now 

accessibility in three spoken languages and three sign languages 

as used in Switzerland.  Video relay service is in operation 

from the morning until the late evenings.  Those hours are 

limited by the insufficient number of sign language 

interpreters. 

Text relay and SMS relay are operating around the clock in 

all three languages.  Calls to the relay center are made 

possible with all of today's communication tools such as web 

browsers, smartphones, tablets, and, of course, the old text 

telephone. 

Swisscom as the largest Swiss telephone company has to pay 

for this service based on equal rights for People with 

Disabilities.  Accessible relay services must not cost more than 

the normal telephone conversation, therefore telephone relay 

service is accessibility for free for anyone in Switzerland, no 

registration is necessary for web application and SMS relay.  

With registration, customers can download various apps and get 

individual telephone numbers. 

Today a telephone number is an important part of one's 

identity.  It is used to make and receive telephone calls.  

Telephone numbers for establishing phone calls directly through 

the relay service are provided free of charge.  Hearing persons 

are automatically connected to the preferred relay service as 

selected during registration, either text relay or video relay 

with a sign language interpreter. 

Calling is made easy by the menu which is automatically 

adjusted to the preferences as given during registration.  Calls 

are made directly by using the dial pad or using previous 

contacts as registered in the personal phone book.  Phone calls 

from hearing people using a telephone number of a deaf person 

are automatically redirected to the relay service. 

Total conversation allows full adaptation to different 

forms of communication depending on one's preferences and 

capabilities.  This call includes simultaneous use of video, 

text and sound and spontaneous changes during the call. 

SMS is not the most attractive mode of communication, but 

it has been included as it is important and simple mode of 

communication, especially for elderly persons and those who 

cannot afford or cannot use a modern smartphone. 



 

 

A simple text can be sent as an SMS to the relay service 

and it will there be handled at any other calls of the relay 

service. 

Both text and video relay infrastructure and services are 

combined into a single platform for all three languages in 

Switzerland.  This makes training and customer support easier.  

Customers can use total conversation apps to dial to both 

services, and when video relay services are closed, customers 

are automatically transferred to the text relay services, 

ensuring a continuous relay service around the clock. 

For text relay service, all text calls are connected to the 

same agent positions, SMS relay, text relay and calls for 

emergency services.  For individual grocery lay service, another 

work station is used for the sign language interpreter.  

Operation is easy with a minimum of key strokes for the 

interpreter and all of the information is available in the same 

window.  Post had-call reporting includes statistics for call 

types and quality parameters.  This helps in understanding 

trends in usage of relay services and relay providers can gain 

from that experience.  A technical infrastructure for the Swiss 

relay service is outsourced in the Cloud.  It is backed by a 

real array of computers maintained by the system supplier.  This 

ensures a smooth service without interruption, also when 

switching interpreters located in different places. 

Data backup with a redundant system is available also. 

To close, I hope you got an understanding of the importance 

of the telephone relay services and how they're operating. 

Thank you, and if you can support such services in your 

area, that's appreciated. 

Thank you. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you, Beat.  I really appreciate the 

fact that you came all the way to give this presentation as 

being one of the pioneers in Switzerland for relay services.  

Thank you so much. 

In fact, I'm a little emotional.  Wow. 

I wanted to say, I was going to do questions at the end, 

but if there are any questions for Beat now since we're set up 

so nicely for this about relay services or from anyone in the 

audience, would you like to ask them now?  We will have a big 

discussion at the end of all three presentations.  Do any of you 

have any questions you would like to direct to Beat about relay 

services?  

>> Thank you, Beat, for the very good, interesting 

presentation.  I had seen some of this material before but it is 

always good to see it again and I wanted to ask you what were 

your reasons for the delay between 2008 to 2018 for adoption of 

video relay in Switzerland?  I mean, why they refused, what was 



 

 

the thinking and what was the main work it had to do in terms of 

consistently in terms of arguments, so on, you may see this kind 

of resistance in other places as well.  It may be useful to have 

that information. 

Thank you. 

>> BEAT KLEEB: Thank you for your question. 

We wanted to start with the video relay service in 2008, 

but Swiss government said that technology was not yet ready at 

that time.  Of the we did not have sufficient number of sign 

language interpreters and we didn't have enough to support that 

service in order to be helpful for the deaf and hard of hearing 

people.  Also there was a contract with a telephone company 

which determined which company was responsible for those 

services.  That contract ran for ten years.  Because it was at 

any time written in the contract of 2008, even the basic 

services, we had to wait until there was a new contract, which 

occurred 10 years down the road, there was a ten-year gap. 

The political system was opposed to us at that time and 

then we decided that we would prove that we did have the 

technology ready and that we did have a sufficient number of 

interpreters, and the deaf community had been waiting and 

waiting for many years to have full access to phone services so 

we finally achieved that and the government was able to 

understand.  Also, the U.N., the council on Rights of People 

with Disabilities helped us to validate the need for phone 

services. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you, Beat. 

The struggle for deaf inclusion in telecommunications is a 

very, very, very long one.  It started in the States in the 60s 

and we still have not got global interoperability between relay 

services, the actual situation in some respects has not changed, 

and dare I say due to the ignorance of certain people in 

telecommunications industry and in government who do not 

understand that this is a right under the UNCRPD.  So I'll just 

add that.  I'm sure Beat will agree with me on that. 

This means yes in sign language?  Correct?  Yes.  Okay. 

Any other questions?  

To keep within the time, I want top say thank you, Beat, 

personally.  People in the technical department, they have set 

up -- this is the first time the ITU has done remote sign 

language, and our remote sign language person will -- I'm sorry, 

I keep forgetting your name.  Normally we don't introduce them, 

because she's doing such a great job, I want to say thank you.  

She will stay with us through the session. 

We're going to have another presentation.  I'm going to 

introduce Tom Pey.  I'm not sure how -- we may have to do some 

seat changes.  Are you going to help with the slides?  Okay. 



 

 

While that's organizing, I'm going to introduce Tom Pey of 

the Royal Society for Blind Children and Way Finder.  Tom is -- 

I also want to call you the president or Chairman -- 

>> TOM PEY: Chairman.  

>> ANDREA SAKS: Some has standardized the indoor navigation 

system for people that can't secretly underground to be able to 

navigate or as we discussed last night, this is possible above 

ground because it may be an improvement over GPS.S?  We've got 

the other -- we have the other programme up?  Are we ready? 

Tom, would you like to go ahead, please?  Thank you. 

>> TOM PEY: Thank you very much.  Thank you for the 

opportunity to speak this morning. 

The story of wayfindr is actually the story of seven young 

blind people.  If you are born in the developed world with a 

sight loss or you develop it in early life, then you have a 90% 

chance of never working for more than six months of your life 

and 75% chance of living your entire adult life with extreme 

anxiety and or depression.  In other words, you will grow up 

more than likely to be poor or lonely, just because you're 

blind.  The Royal Society Of blind Children was set up to 

specifically address this need and we believe that a life 

without limits for young blind people and so seven young blind 

people came together in a meeting room in our offices in London 

upset that they couldn't enjoy their social life like everybody 

else because they were not able to navigate the underground and 

they asked us if we could help them to develop an app that would 

allow them to navigate just like everyone else.  So the story 

began. 

I would just like to show you a short video, if I may, of 

the story of Wayfindr thus far. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Can we read this?  This is not available -- 

>> In 2015 young blind people in London wanted to find a 

way to travel independently on the London underground using 

smartphone technology.  Wayfindr was born to meet this challenge 

using technology. 

>> Welcome to Euston station for underground trains, take 

the escalator down to the ticket hall. 

>> I think the main issue for me about traveling is having 

to ask for assistance and I would rather try to attempt the 

journey myself. 

>> Our mission is to empower vision impaired people to 

independently navigate around the world.  It is a joint venture 

between us and we're proud to have Google and others behind us 

to deliver this impact to the vision impaired community. 

>> Cross the wide gate at your 10:00, after the gate, walk 

forward. 

>> So we were approached a while ago bill a design company 



 

 

and the RSBC about an idea how to get messages through using 

apps to people to help them get around stations more easily and 

that's exactly the kind of thing we want to do because we pride 

ourselves on championing accessibility for all our customers. 

>> This year we launched the Google challenge that's 

focused on finding innovative non-profits to using technology to 

increase independence and opportunity for People with 

Disabilities all around the world.  When the wayfindr team came 

to us, we were excited because they had a solution to a known 

problem.  At wayfindr we are developing standards and we hope to 

share through the open standards advice and tips on how to 

install beacons in the built environment.  The reason why we're 

developing this is so that when a vision impaired person moves 

from environment to environment they can have a sentn't, 

seamless experience. 

>> A lot of logistics around this we have to get right if 

we were to decide to use it elsewhere.  So far we have been 

making sure we understand everything there is about where you 

put it, maintain it, get access to it, all of that stuff.  And 

that's what we're working on now. 

>> Made me feel a bit more like a Londoner.  .  You know, 

you can get get in the underground, I feel like it would be -- I 

think it just makes it feel like included. 

Any organizations and people, they share a vision to get in 

touch, to help us make wayfindr a success. 

>> I travel outside of London as well, I need assistance 

with that as well, I travel outside of London as well and I need 

assistance.  To be able to do that, that would be amazing but 

eventually, hopefully it will be expanded to the city level, 

restaurants, shops, that would be revolutionary and would change 

our lives I think.  We wouldn't need any assistance to get 

anywhere, if we had wayfindr it would would bridge the gap 

between someone that's sighted or not. 

Sighted a little bit more I think. 

>> Yeah!  What she said!  Yeah!  

>> Following a successful white paper submission to the 

International Telecommunication Union, the ITU accessibility 

standardization experts group invited wayfindr to submit the 

open standard to become a ITU recommendation.  In March, 2017, 

the ITU approved recommendation ITU-TF.921 audio-based network 

navigation system for persons with vision impairment.  This is 

the world's first international standard for accessible audio 

navigation systems. 

>> TOM PEY: So the enthusiasm shown begin 7 blind people, 

their voices were heard by a worldwide organization such as the 

ITU and suddenly what was a dream and a hope, and barely to be 

-- barely hoped to be achieved, it became a real possibility.  I 



 

 

think it is to the credit of ITU that they were able to hear the 

tiny voices of seven young people in London and pick it up and 

make it a worldwide possibility for all blind people. 

So we went on a journey to develop an open standard.  The 

reason why we developed an open standard was because we spoke to 

such organizations as the federal regulation authority in the 

U.S., the U.S. department for transport, certain European 

regulatory authorities, our own Department of Transport, the 

certain aviation authority, so on, everybody -- most 

importantly, to blind people, everybody told us that really, 

they needed consistency, reliability and the messaging that came 

out, in other words, no matter whether I wanted to navigate the 

underground or whether I wanted to go through an airport in New 

York or Japan, I really needed -- I wanted to be able to predict 

what my audio navigation system was going to provide for me. 

So we engaged with, as I said, a large number of people, 

including academics, engineers, designers, you could not believe 

how many people there are involved in making an environment 

operate for the general public let alone for people with 

disabilities.  We made a very important decision, that 

everything that we would do two be based on the voice of blind 

people globally, not just in London or not just in the U.K.  

That it would be grounded in research and that it would be 

something that would be possible to deliver. 

So we got to the ITU standard.  I would love to put up the 

is entire standard, but please read it online.  It was an 

amazing piece of work. 

Lots of people that are on this panel here tonight -- this 

morning, Masahito Kawamori and Andrea Saks, they were 

inspirational in having us and holding our hands as we worked 

with world experts to try and put together this standard.  So 

the upshot of it is that today the audio-based navigation 

market, which didn't exist when seven blind young people sat in 

that office is predicted to be worth nearly $28 billion by 2025.  

How amazing that is.  That, of course, wouldn't be possible 

without standardization.  Here is an amazing Example of how the 

small voices of disabled people heard by a worldwide 

organization such as the ITU turns the idea into a 

technological, commercial opportunity for people to exploit 

across the world for the benefit not just of blind people but as 

Andrea said, this technology will work for anybody who cannot 

read signs for whatever reason, whether they're a foreign 

tourist in another country or whether they are suffering from 

anxiety and find simulating signs into action difficult which 

was a big problem in U.S. airports. 

What I would like to do is show you a very short video as 

to how this technology works based on its simplest installation 



 

 

form. 

)Audio too low to transcribe, captions are on video (. 

>> TOM PEY: Finally, can I just say thank you for listening 

to me this morning.  Andrea Saks, Masahito Kawamori, thank you 

so much for holding our hand on this incredible journey.  Most 

importantly, I would like to leave the last thank you to the 

people, where the idea started, the young blind people in 

London. 

[Applause]. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you, Tom.  That's really kind of 

moving.  Independence is a very big thing with all of us who can 

see.  I think it is a marvelous presentation.  I'm   going -- 

again, we're doing very well on time, I'm going to open the 

floor to anyone who has a question for Tom specifically about 

wayfindr, and at the end we'll have a discussion if you all 

would like to participate after Professor Masahito Kawamori 

speaks to see about other ideas for your countries. 

Does anyone have a question for Tom Pey?  Yes?  Would you 

like to give your name please and spell your last name for the 

captioner, please. 

>> I'm ABBASI, and thank you very much for two excellent 

presentations and I have learned a lot.  I'm totally impressed 

with this new standard that's created, the independence, the 

mobility your solution, it is wonderful.  As a Londoner, I need 

assistance so I can't imagine the sight impaired people. 

The question I'm asking you, I appreciate the complexity 

and the vastness, magnitude and challenge of getting everybody 

to agree to a standard.  The question is, in the developing 

world, particularly in Africa how could one begin to pilot such 

a thing where infrastructure is weak?  

>> TOM PEY: First of all, the standard is tech augnostic 

and most importantly it is based on smartphone technology.  

Because Bluetooth installation is quite difficult and can be 

quite expensive to maintain, I can now say as of last night that 

we have raised in a separate vehicle back in London sufficient 

equity to develop a new technological version of wayfindr which 

we'll be able to rely on just what the technology you have in 

your mobile phone.  We would be very soon able to make wayfindr 

work anywhere in to the world where a mobile phone would work, 

and indeed we can make it work anywhere you can get a GPS 

signal. 

I think -- Masahito Kawamori and I were talking last night 

particularly about Africa, how we may be able to bring this to 

Africa.  It is a problem without a definite solution at the 

moment. 

Also, could I just say that one of the people that I forgot 

to thank, was Anthony from the metropolitan University, he's 



 

 

also a coauthor of the standard with me.  As far as Africa is 

concerned, it is on the top of our list of places to go. 

>> I'm from the European Union Office of The ITU, are there 

other applications similar that you have built in the U.K. in 

other European cities or other continents, relying on these 

standards?  (Jaroslaw Ponder}. 

>> TOM PEY: We're working with a number of companies that 

are providing navigation services, mapping services particularly 

in commercial buildings.  For instance, we center a Spanish 

company in Barcelona, we have worked in Venice, sydney, 

Washington, soon in L.A., so many places around the world where 

we work with commercial companies trying to help them adopt this 

standard.  There are other navigation assistant devices that 

currently don't use our standards but again, one of the things 

we're doing through wayfindr, we have opened this worldwide 

online community and we're getting more requests for support 

than we can handle at the moment.  Yeah.  I think you will see, 

there is an enthusiasm amongst people to adopt the standard 

because it improves the use of their product not just for blind 

people, but for many, many, many people outside the world of 

blindness itself.  It adds economic value to take this standard 

on board. 

>> Thank you. 

Beat Kleeb has a question and the sign language interpreter 

will voice for him what his question is. 

Go ahead.  Ask your question. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: We don't have sound. 

Why don't we have sound for the interpreter?  Can you say 

again. 

>> BEAT KLEEB: Yes.  Thank you. 

So we're aware that there is is a big population of deaf 

people who lived in those Developing Countries.  They need to 

have support, especially related with video and the ability to 

use sign language, video allows deaf people to communicate.  In 

those Developing Countries there often isn't enough -- often 

those people don't understand the written text, the deaf people 

in the under developed countries, and a key is Internet access 

for communication.  Please contact the organization for the deaf 

in your country and coordinate your work with them.  We have 

some very, very good Examples of countries working with People 

with Disabilities in order to find a way to solve the problem 

and wayfindr is one of those examples. 

Thank you.  

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you.  There is also the problem with 

deafblind, not total blackness and total deafness, various 

persons of disabilities, every person is unique. 

Do you want to respond to that?  



 

 

>> TOM PEY: When presenting our standard at Study Group 16 

we were asked to consider how wayfindr may be used by deaf 

people.  It is a challenge that we have taken onboard back at 

home and we're looking at it. 

We have also been contacted by organizations across the 

world representing people with dementia and various forms of 

short-term memory difficulty to see how wayfindr may work with 

them. 

Can I just say, we're getting lots of work from lots of 

people and without the assistance of Google who very generously 

funded this work in the beginning, I don't think it would have 

gotten us here.  We're really enthusiastic and we're going to 

work with wayfindr so that it becomes accessible for people with 

all forms of disability, including for all people. 

We would like to see wayfindr used the very same way as 

people use Google maps nowadays. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you. 

Are there anymore questions for Tom?  

Okay. 

We're going to move now to the next speaker, Professor 

Masahito Kawamori from Keio University, Japan.  He's the 

Rapporteur for Question 26, accessibility to multimedia of Study 

Group 16.  The title of his presentation is -- you give it.  You 

just wrote it.  There it is.  Standardization efforts at the ITU 

for inclusive ICT society. 

Please, go ahead, Dr. Kawamori. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: Thank you, Madam Chair. 

Good morning.  I'm Masahito Kawamori.  I'm representing 

ITU-T as T16 question 26 as introduced by Madam Chair. 

Next, please. 

Thank you. 

I would like to start with why we need standardization.  We 

already discussed two cases.  One is telephone relay service as 

well as navigation systems for visually impaired people.  There 

are several reasons why especially international standardization 

of it accessibility is important.  The first and foremost, it is 

improved interoperability.  For example, the products from 

different companies, different countries can be used in the same 

way as has been pointed out by Tom that by using wayfindr 

standardized we can use it around the globe anywhere in the 

world in the same way. 

This is very important, especially time of emergency when 

you cannot really think twice about what you're doing and you 

have to be very familiar with the interface or the way that the 

tool, whatever technology is used.  Another point to be noted, 

international standardization, especially with better 

accessibility to services.  Standardized ICT information 



 

 

communication technology will be easier to use without peculiar 

surprises in interface. 

Interoperability -- sorry -- standardization means lowered 

cost of operation and purchase.  More competition makes prices 

go down, so companies' compliance with standards will have to 

work very hard to make better quality products.  That means, in 

turn, those technologies and products will be more affordable to 

the user. 

Standardized technology would mean lower barrier to 

development and market are entry.  Standard makes a wider market 

and more availability.  If we think of the web, web technology, 

the worldwide web was made possible because of the standard of 

HDTTP and HDML.  Without those technologies, we wouldn't have 

the worldwide web. 

It is very important to standardization to standardize ICT, 

but especially so for accessibility. 

Next, please. 

So I would like to mention a few recommendations from 

ITU-T, especially from Question 26 of Study Group 16, but 

wayfindr was already mentioned and introduced, and also the new 

recommendation F.930, multimedia telecommunication relay 

services was introduced and I would like to concentrate more on 

other recommendations that are of pertinence to the group. 

The first one is ITU-T recommendation F.790, which is 

accessibility terms and definitions.  This recommendation gives 

general guidelines for planning, developing, designer designing 

and distributing recommendations. 

So 790 is a framework document for the accessibility of 

People with Disabilities as well as older people.  This 

recommendation gives general guidelines force planning, 

developing, designing and distributing telecommunication 

equipment, software, services to ensure accessibility for people 

with various abilities.  It gives guidance on the ways that 

accessibility maybe incorporated in products and services and it 

is harmonized with ISO and ETSI standards.  It is a general 

framework in which we can work to develop accessibility 

technology as well as policies and services. 

Next, please. 

Another important recommendation from ITU-T is ITU-T 

recommendation H.702.  This recommendation or standard defines 

the basic functions of accessibility services on IPTV and other 

digital TV platforms.  It includes actual implementation 

examples using available ITU-T standards. 

It is the world's first global standard for accessibility 

services for IPTV which was approved in 2015.  It currently 

defines the 3 profiles, main profile, enhanced profile, basic 

profile for captioning, sign language interpretation and audio 



 

 

description. 

Currently we're working with the European broadcasting 

union, EBU and ITU-R to communicate it to be adopted by 

broadcasting and cable TV operators around the globe as 

standard. 

The current ITU-T recommendation H.702, basic profile 

defines the accessibility services that can be immediately 

provided by IPTV terminals available in the market.  For example 

changing the size, color, position of captions text and also to 

provide multiple captions, for example, Slovene and English or 

Chinese and English or even easy English or easy language for 

intellectually challenged people.  We can also provide 

personalized service. 

The philosophy behind this recommendation is do now what 

can be done now rather than postponing it. 

Next, please. 

Some of the important features of IPTV accessibility, 

accessibility for IPTV, it is that H.702, this recommendation 

can support many features, especially for -- in the area of sign 

language as well as EPG, electronic programme guide, which can 

be not only given as visual representation, but also as audio 

guidance. 

When one hears the word IPTV, it is a TV, so generally 

people assume that it will be something that visually-abled 

people would use, but actually IPTV provides very strong support 

for visually-impaired people as well.  It gives possibilities of 

providing audio guidance on electronic programme guides and 

audio description and also since this is based on web technology 

we can also provide support for connecting to the worldwide web 

world so that the barrier of -- the information gap between 

visually impaired people and non-visually impaired people would 

be bridged by using IPTV, accessibility features. 

Next please. 

This recommendation has been implemented on IPTV boxes and 

TV sets, you're TV sets and it has been adopted by some 

governments, Mongolia, Ecuador and Japan and is expected to be 

globally adopted and was presented at the United Nations 

headquarters in New York on December 1st, 2017, last year, as 

part of the international day of People with Disabilities 

discussion. 

Next, please. 

This photograph, this picture shows the actual 

demonstration of the H.702IPTV setup box.  In the figure, in the 

picture, you see on the left-hand side the broadcast programme 

of Mongolia national broadcaster.  This is actual programme 

that's being broadcast.  Then on the left-hand side, you see the 

captioning, closed captioning in mongolian.  As you can see, the 



 

 

color of the caption can be changed as well as the size of the 

text as well as the position of the text. 

Another interesting thing, you can see the size of the 

original programme, the original programme can also be changed.  

On the upper right-hand side you can see sign language 

interpreter video and this sign language interpretation video 

can also be resized so that if you want to watch bigger sign 

language interpretation, then you can make it extend or if you 

don't want to see the sign language interpretation, but more 

concentrate on the original programme then you can turn the sign 

language interpretation video off.  This was a spontaneous 

demonstration actually at the mongolian national broadcaster and 

it actually worked because the set up box is standardized as 

well as it is very much mature.  So the mongolian government is 

taking it seriously to make it a national standard. 

Next, please. 

The next recommendation is F.921, audio-based network 

navigation system for persons with vision impairment.  Tom has 

just described what it does and actually describes how 

audio-based network navigation systems can be designed to make 

sure they're inclusive meeting the needs of persons with visual 

impairments.  It is not just for the visual impaired people, it 

can be used for many various situations. 

Actually this is more targeted at indoor navigation in 

which GPS cannot be used so that anyone without GPS can also be 

guided, and it is, of course, based on the contribution from 

wayfindr and we're working on follow-up documents for compliance 

as well as testing procedures. 

The last, but not least, one of the most recent 

recommendations is the recommendation F.930.  It is the 

recommendation on the framework of telephone relay service as 

described, this is a very important recommendation as Beat 

described, the basic framework of making telephone services 

accessibility, the basic right to People with Disabilities, 

especially deaf people. 

So several related works such as key performance indicator 

for relay services such as other things being discussed, we're 

hopeful that these documents will be available soon.  , these 

are some of the recommendations we have been working on, as well 

as approved so far. 

I would like to emphasize again, the importance of 

interoperability.  Interoperable information technology allows 

Persons with Specific Needs to participate in society more 

easily.  It is needlesses to say that interoperability requires 

some sort of standard unless -- whether it is a de facto 

standard, a standard like ITU standard, we need standard for 

interoperability.  Otherwise, people would just go out and build 



 

 

their own technology.  Therefore, if we want to build an 

inclusive ICT, then we should base it upon standards as much as 

possible. 

Since there are many organizations that are working on 

different areas of standards and standardization and ICT, 

coordination among standardization efforts is necessary and 

essential for ensuring interoperability among various ICT, 

information technology. 

Next, please. 

Thus, I would like to point out that standardized based 

policy for inclusive society is also important.  The main theme 

of this session is about inclusive society. 

Designing and planning of an inclusive society should be 

done with standard ICT in mind, for example, as I just 

mentioned, standardized IPTV will give people better access to 

ICT by providing closed captions, audio description as well as 

sign language. 

Standardized-based policy will enhance reasonable 

accommodation in society, reasonable accommodation is something 

that needs to be done as specified by the U.N. Convention on the 

Rights of the People with Disabilities.  The society has to 

accommodate when needs arise.  With standards, reduced 

inefficiency in part of society will improve efficiency in other 

parts. 

For example, by reducing inefficiency in various 

non-interoperability devices would mean that we would have 

better ability to improve efficiency in other parts, for 

example, accessibility. 

So inclusive, smart society needs standards-based policy. 

Next, please. 

So I guess this background, all the recommendations we have 

been working as well as the importance of coordination and 

interoperability, I would like to propose some actions to this 

group. 

First of all, I would like to propose that there should be 

more cooperation and coordination among ICT standardization 

bodies, especially the area of vocabulary.  It is a very simple 

way to standardize, we have to have the common language to 

discuss, otherwise we don't know whether we're talking about the 

same thing or different things.  That would eventually lead to a 

lot of waste of time and resource.  I would like to suggest that 

we work with ICT standardization bodies such as IEC, to the 

degree of a vocabulary set of accessibility and inclusive 

society. 

I would like to also propose to create what I would like to 

call inclusive ICT society index or indexes.  This is the KPI 

key performance indicator to show how inclusive a society, 



 

 

community, country is taking the UNCRPD as the first reference.  

For example, whether a country has a telephone relay service for 

its citizens or not, it may constitute some points on this 

index.  Whether a community supports a navigation guidance for 

those with visual impairment may also constitute some points for 

this list or index.  Whether a country has a standard-based 

society on an inclusive society may also indicate that this 

country has as better index. 

These are the the two proposed actions from this workshop.  

I would -- if we can make some statement from this organization 

or ferry this group, I think it would it be a very good result 

from this workshop. 

In conclusion, ITU is creating global standards for 

accessible global future, standards provide bettering the 

ability and thus better accessibility.  These standards provide 

good ways to satisfy reasonable accommodation required by UNCRPD 

and standard-based policy is important for inclusive society and 

coordination among the standardization efforts to be more 

promoted. 

Thank you.  Thank you very much. 

[Applause]. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you, Dr. Masahito Kawamori. 

I would like to say we can have questions for that.  After, 

I would like to open the floor for a discussion. 

If you have any specific questions for Dr. Kawamori 

regarding standardization. 

Say your name for the captioner, please. 

>> SomaABBASI. 

Thank you, professor, that was an excellent presentation 

and suggestions.  I specifically -- or particularly like the 

recommendations at the end and I'm very keen to ask that within 

the current SDGs framework, in the indicators, tracking the 

progress, have you identified any indicators that are there 

today that refer to the degree of inclusion of People with 

Disabilities, and then down to the next level the different 

varying types of disability, whether it is physical, deaf, 

visually impaired? 

Thank you. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: Thank you for that question. 

I think current SDG or framework, whatever, KPIs, they 

don't have a specific area called accessibility or People with 

Disabilities I think because I think it is the understanding, 

the assumption of the whole framework that accessibility is 

everywhere in a sense.  That's what they say, but in a sense, it 

also waters down the importance of accessibility in particular, 

especially for example in telecommunication because relay 

service -- telephone relay services is a very important basic 



 

 

service for deaf people.  If we sort of -- how should I say -- 

fragmentize the requirements and distribute them in various 

parts of SDGs programs, we sort of lose the focus.  That's why I 

would like to propose this inclusive ICT society especially from 

the point of view from the U.N. CRPD perspective to show the 

index or KPI and maybe, for example according to the recent 

statistics, there are only 20 countries in the world that 

provide telephone relay service and within the United States we 

have 193 countries.  Out of 193 countries we only have 20 

countries and depending on -- for example, one thing we could 

do, how hard these countries are trying to be inclusive, that 

can be calculated in terms of the ratio between -- like ratio of 

of the exclusivity spending and GDP, for example.  Even if some 

African country, maybe was quite low in terms of GDP, but if 

that country, they may spend a lot of money in terms of 

inclusive policy.  For example, like relay service. 

One of those 20 countries is Paraguay.  Paraguay I think is 

number 143 or something in terms of GDP in the world list.  

They're trying to provide this telephone relay service as much 

as possible.  It is a very interesting situation.  It is 

exclusivity that's not just a question of money, it is the 

effort.  I would like to -- since we're in the global arena, I 

think it would be very interesting, as well as valuable to have 

this kind of index so that people will know how much we're 

making progress.  In terms of SDG, as I said -- SDG, right, 

yeah, SDG -- this index with be used and alongside SDG so that 

we will understand better how good progress we're making. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you.  Beat Kleeb has a question. 

Would you like to give the question to Dr. Kawamori?  

>> ANDREA SAKS: We have an emergency back up situation.  

I'll voice over for Beat. 

>> BEAT KLEEB: I want to make sure, how many percent of 

deaf, of television programs -- it is okay, she's back. 

>> BEAT KLEEB: So one way to measure internally of the deaf 

people, to measure how much percent of TV programs are shown 

with sign language interpretation, and how many are captioned?  

It is very important to know that information for the 

accessibility of deaf people, and it is very cost effective.  It 

doesn't cost a lot to have the sign language interpreter, and 

especially when there's a big group of deaf and hard of hearing 

persons. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: Thank you very much.  That's a very 

good point.  I would like to include that as a measure, part of 

the measure, and usually governments do have statistics on the 

percentage of captioning as well as audio description, as well 

as sign language.  I think it is a very good indicator of 

inclusive society. 



 

 

Thank you very much.  That's a very good point. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: A couple of points I wanted to say in 

relation to some of the -- I know I say your name incorrectly, 

forgive me -- this was right.  Great. 

The SDG indicators, they lump accessibility under 

diversity, that's where they put it.  Which I find totally 

unacceptable and it should have its own little slot.  The other 

thing is that I wanted to point out that the ITU started doing 

work in accessibility in 1991.  It was the very first standards 

body to really do that.  That was just after the American with 

disabilities act which was passed, the first one, which most of 

the the other accessibility, like the UNCRPD conventions came in 

1990.  That was the first one, the American Disabilities Act.  

It really has been a really slow process and though we have made 

progress, it is still way too slow. 

Another thing to point out, all of the standards you have 

seen Dr. Kawamori isolate, they're downloadable from the ITU 

website for free.  You don't have to pay for them.  You can 

download them.  Since this is the JCA-AHF, the joint 

communication activity of accessibility and human factors, we'll 

have all of these presentations on that website, which is on the 

ITU website and we'll also -- I think we can probably do links 

to those specific standards which I think will make it easy for 

everybody to find them. 

Now, we do have 7 minutes.  No, I'm told by the boss I only 

have 5.  Wait a minute. 

We have 20 minutes!  She's the boss.  I basically want to 

say -- now, this is open.  Some of you are from different 

countries and I don't know what you have in your own countries 

and if you would like to make a comment, share the floor, it is 

yours. 

Do we have -- or anything that anybody would like to say in 

relation to these three excellent presentations.  Anybody going 

to be brave?  

>> I'm happy to help break the ice. 

Two items, related to the index, I think it would be 

necessary to take a look at different standpoints of 

programming.  To create any kind of measurement it would make 

since when it is credible coming from the administration, 

otherwise the standard-based policymaking, it would not make 

sense, because the statistic would be questioned. 

I assume that under the platform of Andrea of the 

coordination, this could be raised with the Development Sector 

and to seek the questionnaire of the statistics collected 

currently and could be updated or extended by the accessibility 

features.  The other item is related to the country level, the 

standard making, this is something that we would be eager to 



 

 

take a look, a closer look, in Europe we're working now on the 

accessibility Europe as the new platform for the policymakers 

and maybe this would be a good location already to present also 

expectations which will help the government advance.  This 

meeting will be coorganized with the European Commission and the 

U.N. and we'll be targeting four different countries so this 

could be a good occasion for addressing this issue. 

Thank you. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you -- for the captioner, I know you 

just changed jobs, would you say your full name, spell it for 

the captioner, we have had a variety of that, I have been trying 

to help, and your full official it title now at the ITU as it 

directly relates to what you have just been talking about. 

>> I'm Ponder, Jarolsaw, head of the ITU office for Europe.  

Thank you. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you. 

You want to make a comment on anything?  Anybody?  Go 

ahead. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: That's a very good point.  I would 

like to discuss with you more offline, yeah.  That's -- my -- my 

intention, you know, from the very beginning.  Thank you. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Do I have another brave soul?  I'll do two.  

You first and then you second. 

Give your name and spell it for the captioner. 

>> Good morning.  I'm from Mozambique, I came in late and 

didn't see all the presentations.  About disability, I would 

like to understand like a country to include People with 

Disabilities, that there's no need in the ICTs, how do you do, 

first off, for the People with Disabilities, you have any data 

to show people that you try to include in the ICTs, so my 

question -- my question, how can we then make a compare of now, 

in the past or people and now and what we do, the government, 

the provider, I don't know if I make -- if you understand my 

question. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: I think I understand. 

You want to know how do you document People with 

Disabilities, whether or not they have any priority of policy in 

your country, and since you come from Mozambique, which is in 

Africa -- do I have my geography right -- how it looks there.  I 

can't specifically answer that. 

We have statistics, I believe, that -- I don't think we 

have anything that does that yet.  I'm looking to Jaroslaw, you 

used to be in that other section before.  That's a good 

question.  Every country does go to ITU-D and there is a 

question for question 7 but there is no documentation of the 

populations of People with Disabilities in Developing Countries 

that I'm aware of.  I will have a look at that and see.  I 



 

 

attend ITU-D as being the coordinator for accessibility for all 

the standards.  You -- did you sign the sign-up list?  I didn't 

get your name, because you did not spell it. 

>> Yes.  Yes. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: You wrote it down? 

>> My email, everything. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: You have to show my which one you are.  

We'll try to get you specific information.  I'm sorry we can't 

answer your question before. 

We have a remote question.  Can you hold on one second?  

Then they'll go next -- you have a comment.  All right.  

Okay. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: Thank you for the question.  I think 

you're talking about the statistics and the reports.  I think 

WHO may have some statistics on disabled people, the population, 

usually they do.  We can probably contact WHO for some 

information. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you.  We can add that to my list of 

Agenda. 

Now, the next person. 

>> Thank you so much. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Your name? 

>> I'm JORGE. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Last name. 

>> MANHIQUE. 

So I work for a disability rights fund and collaborating 

with others in oslo on a specific project on universal design 

and technology involving Mozambique as well and I have been 

working with it People with Disabilities as well in two 

countries in Africa. 

My question, it is related with another component of 

accessibility which has to do with the cost of technologies.  I 

think it is really important if you consider how much is 

connected to disability and poverty and specifically for 

countries in the Global South which -- I mean, there's a 

challenge of acquiring technology in general and especially 

those that are considered to be much more progressive in terms 

of this.  I heard a lot about standards, which is great, but I 

wanted to know whether there is anything, any initiative which 

aims specifically to address another component of accessibility, 

which is the cost? 

Thank you. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: Let me emphasize again that the 

standards may cost lower.  If you go for a proprietary influence 

you're under the companies, if you go for standards you're in a 

better position. 

As far as I'm concerned, I have been working with 



 

 

Developing Countries as well with -- especially within the area 

of IPTV, I have been to Africa, South Africa, I have done test 

beds with Uganda, other universities and as I mentioned 

Mongolia, many Developing Countries.  The reason why, because we 

have the standard, and standard makes things cheaper, that means 

even IPTV would be cheaper if it is standardized.  We can 

introduce, for example, fiberoptic network with lower cost as 

well as even smart phones and things like that that could be 

introduced in a reasonable way.  Many companies will not go for 

that track, because they want to make more money without 

changing their specifications.  If we have the bigger market, 

then it would change their minds, right, because that would be 

more beneficial to do things that are more accessible to data 

markets.  It is important to have, for example, Tom said 

wayfindr is not just for the visually impaired people, if the 

market is limited to visually impaired people, Persons with 

Disabilities, then the market is small so companies would say, 

okay, this is so small, we don't have to do this, but if 

everybody wants to use this, then they will implement it. 

That's how standards will work, because it is standard 

anyway, then why don't we implement it? 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Just to give you a good Example of that, 

captioning in the United States was fought tooth and nail by the 

television manufacturers, they didn't want to implement it at 

all in their TV sets.  The biggest users now of captioning on TV 

is, in fact, the hearing population because they like to perhaps 

talk on the phone, watch the game, have the captions, or 

whatever.  Captioning now is used by more hearing people by 

virtue of the larger population.  So what he's saying is true.  

The one thing I wanted to say in addition to that, there are not 

enough statistics on what you are talking about.  This is a 

mapping so to speak of what's going on. 

Again, I can't particularly answer your question, but what 

I'm going to do, sense you missed some of the presentations, 

we'll post everything on the JCA website for you and then you 

can contact some of the presenters for specific information.  

Relay services, for example, are not paid by the person who uses 

them in the United States, it is largely subsidized.  A 

telephone call should be the same for a hearing person as it is 

for a deaf person, whether they use a relay service or not.  The 

states base it on that.  The same applies in Great Britain.  

They have a relay service.  It is not imposing a greater fee. 

Wayfindr, I'm not sure how that will work, that's 

relatively new.  You want to make a comment?  

>> TOM PEY: Wayfindr will be a very competitive market, 

independent market researchers estimated that by 2022 it will be 

about 28 billion, big enough to work with lots of people.  



 

 

Probably it is fair to say that Google would not have given us 

the money to get this off the ground had they not thought that 

audio based navigation would not be the next big frontier to be 

of cracked.  It is a commercial opportunity in addition to being 

a support for disabled people.  . 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you. 

There was a question from the remote, one of the remote 

participants. 

Would you like to -- young lady, could you get the name and 

spell it. 

>> I have the remote participant Christopher Jones that 

would like to take the floor. 

Christopher, please, you have the floor. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Christopher is deaf.  Christopher will type 

his questions. 

>> I received his question.  I will read it. 

>> CHRISTOPHER JONES: Christopher asks that he's interested 

in the index idea of yours, but it is important to not just 

categorize telephone relay services but to subdivide into which 

type of relay services are available for that country.  Example, 

the U.K. is one of the highest GDP, but only offers one type of 

relay and partial VRS.  Whereas Australia provides seven 

different types of relay services. 

Thank you. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Christopher, you're absolutely correct. 

Beat, do you have information on that specifically.  

Masahito Kawamori does.  Thank you. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: Thank you.  That's a very good point.  

I would like to include that as well as in the index and 

calculate the indexes.  It is not just doing something but how 

you do it is also important. 

For example, as mentioned by Christopher, Australias has 7 

different types of relay services.  They don't provide 14/7.  In 

Switzerland, for example, they started this new service and they 

provide text relay service for 24 hours, 7 days a week. 

Depending on countries, they have different policies on 

telephone relay services. 

I think that would be a very good appoint to take into 

account. 

I would like to make the further comment to the gentleman 

from Mozambique. 

I would like to say that standards do make things less 

costly, and that's why we should promote standards as much as 

possible. 

Thank you. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you.  One of the things so that the 

audience understands perhaps some of the different relay 



 

 

services, there is something called speech to speech, if a 

person is a paraplegic, his voice is not maybe understandable, 

so there is somebody trained to be able to speak for him.  He 

may not be deaf. 

There are people, for instance, who have -- they only 

communicate with sign language so that would be with video relay 

services.  They would only communicate with sign. 

There are people that are deafened later in life so that 

they do not sign, they're not technically associating themselves 

with the deaf community, and they would possibly type.  They 

would listen to -- they wouldn't be able to listen to the relay 

service person, they would be able to read. 

So those are just three of them. 

There are -- we should actually maybe do a list on that. 

I would just think -- how much time do we have?  We have 5 

minutes. 

Is there anything else that anyone would like to say?  

Okay. 

What I would like to do at this point, is I would like to 

thank our captioner who is Kelly, and I would like to thank also 

our sign language interpret were whose name is -- I forgot 

again!  Sorry!  Sarah. 

I want to thank our speakers, Beat Kleeb, Masahito 

Kawamori, Tom Pey, and Masahito Kawamori would like a 

conclusion.  I'm allow him to make it. 

You want me to do it?  

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: You're the Chair. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: You do it. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: You're the Chair. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: He wants me to do it. 

A conclusion, we have been discussing assimilations of 

People with Disabilities into I would call the regular world -- 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: I'm sorry, Chair. 

I would like to -- 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Go ahead. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: I made a proposal to JCA-AHF, I would 

like to know if the conclusion of this group whether my proposal 

was taken or not and what's the next actions? 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Perhaps you would like to give the proposal 

again so that we're clear on that?  

Proposed actions.  Okay.  Since this is what you have done 

-- it's -- okay.  The cooperation between coordination and ICTs 

SDOs, agreement on vocabulary, we do have a vocabulary standard 

already in existence on accessibility terms and that's already 

in existence in the ITU-T standards.  The creation of inclusive 

ICT society index, or the KPIs showing how an inclusive society 

community and country is taking the UNCRPD and whether a country 



 

 

has a telephone relay services for assistance and whether a 

community supports navigational guidance system for those with a 

visual impairment and whether a country has a standard-based 

process on ICT inclusive society.  Those conclusions are the 

actions we would like to see done.  There will be a statement on 

the JCA website -- 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: May I? 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Of course. 

>> MASAHITO KAWAMORI: I propose two things, cooperation 

among ICTs, and I would propose to have a liaison statement 

coming out from this meeting drafted by the JCA-AHF going to ISO 

and ISOIC and maybe possibly other organizations, including 

ITU-D and ITU-R.  Maybe you want ITU-D also to have a right. 

Also I would like to have at least in the report a creation 

of this index document so that the JCA-AHF will initiate the 

work of creating this index document.  With cooperation with 

other organizations, including ITU-D and other organizations 

like WHO as well as World Federation of the Deaf. 

>> ANDREA SAKS: Thank you. 

This is not a JCA meeting.  It is a workshop.  I will 

certainly take that on board and propose that at the next JCA 

meeting and we can do that remotely and we will be able to 

include those requests if that is done. 

I'm sorry.  It is not. 

The point is, I'll do the best I can on that. 

Thank you very much for taking the responsibility of 

presenting that.  Thank you. 

If there are no other questions -- do we have anything 

else?  Anybody would like to say anything else?  Transportation 

thank you very much for attending.  Please stay tuned for the 

next workshop, which is done by the Oslo University, that's 

called Universal Design as a mechanism for Sustainable 

Development. 

Thank you very much for attending.    


